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Recombinative Generalization

7

Abstract

Experimental research on.the. environmental conditions that promote

generative language learning is reviewed. Recombinative generalization is

introduced as a prqcess that enables individuals to express and to compre-

hend novel utterances. This review focuses on the use of a

linguistic system paradigm to explore how recombinatiNe generalizationocan

be efficiently established. How the necessary stimulus conditions vary
A

depending upon the linguistic repertoires of individuals who are learning a

new syntactic constiuction are discussed. Examples of learners who have no

knowledge, partial knowledge, and near completeainowledge of the
%

7.
4 constituents included in language systems are usedto illustrate differences.

in the necessary conditions that can yield generative language learning.

Also mentioned are implications for understanding normal language acquisi-
.

tion and for developing efficient language intervention programs.
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Recombinative Generalization: Relationships Between Environmental input and

the Linguistic Repertoires of Miniature Linguistic System Learners

.

I will be discussing some of the experimental evidence that supports
$

the clam that systematic environment al input can account for the acquisi-

/ P^ atiq; of generative lang4age repertoires. Much of'this research has employed

biniature linguistic systems (see Wetherbr,1978), hereafter referred-to as

MLS. The MLS has provided a convehie4 way to systematically investigate

functional'relationshipS between environmental conditions and developing ,

language, and it has proven particularly useful for conceptualizing the \

conditions rvponsible for generative lan wage use. By generative language, C
.

I am referring toindiiiduals' ability to e Press and to comprehend novel or

untrairted utterances. First, I would like to discuss generalization Within .

-.,...,

'a MLS context and describe what may be the principal process responsible for

the development of generative language. After I describe this process, )
,

which I will call recombinative_rneralization, I will summarize some data

and offer some speculations on the stimulus conditions that yield recombiw

-

tive generalization. We will see that the stimulusconditions'that are
. 4 i

necessary for the'occurrence of recombinative generalization vary depending

upon the linguistic repertoire of the individual who is lening # new'

syntactic construction.

Insertligure 1 About Here

Figure 1 depicts a basic MLS, which was taught to a number of pte-
*,

schoolers. Sppetswere presented by.moving them across a .siage'accorditig



Recombinative Generalization 3

to the particular action patterns shown. This matrix consists of combilaa-

tions of four agent stimuli (rows) and fOur action stimuli (columns).

Notice that the relponse words are eight nonsense words. These words are

)(-
combined into two-word utterances accordingito a particular word order rule.

The rule may be stated as follows: The 'first word refers to the agent and

the second word refers to the astion. Of course, one'ain easily generate

similar MLSs with other referential stimuli that combine stimulus components

such as colors, sizes, shapes, locations, and spatial prepositions. Also,

we could'use English or,fOreign-delanguage words and rule ?stems.

In one of the first experimental analyses of verbal behavior, Esper

(1925) taught a 'similar 4 x 4 MLS to adults. Subjects were first taught to ,

label 14 colored shapes.'After they could label 14 of 16 stimuli Without

'error, the two untrained stimuli were slipped in, which Ilbjects were then

able to label accurately. This is the crux of much of the MLS xesearch.

Subjects must be able to accurately label'untr.ained recombinations of the

stimulus components in the system Worderto show that gener alization has

occurred.

As I mentioned, 1 view recombinative generalization as a process that

describes the functional relationship between environmental features and

this sort of generative language behavior. Recombinative generalization can
4.

be defined as differential responding to novel combinations of stimulus

components that have been included previously in other stimulus contexts.

k
\

In these contexts, theitimulus com nenta have been associated with

particular linguistic responses. Thus,.language learners arE able to

arrange linguistic cnstituents, such as morphemes, words, and phrases,

According to specific syntactic rules, such as word order rules. For

5
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example, nguistic constituents can be recombined when words comprising two
. -

different semantic classes, such as agents and actions, are rearranged to

make up novel two -lord utterances. Re mbinativeleneralization can thus be

adtomplished, when stiablus'component that"halie been discriminated and

responded to correctly are subsequently put together in a novel arrangement.

A brief review of research that.has involved attempts to further

specify the environmental conditions under which recombinative generaliza-

tion can occur follows.
A NI

4 In the first and most typical case, MLS expe nts have been conducteat

1

with 'subjects who have lo prior knowledge of the vocabulary oor lexicon'being
.

useartFoss, 1968; Rorowitz-E. Jackson(1959; Whitehurst, 1971; Wolfle, 1931;
)

) /!--
1933). Researchers have determineethat particular stimulus conditions must-

, ))1-. ,

be instituted before recombInative generalization can be expected."

- .

Ir

Insert Figure 2 About Were

A 6 x 6 color-shap;s114 adapted from a study by Foss (1968) is shown in
0

Figure 2. Subjects wete taughtbthe abels designated hy"Al'or the labels
.

designated by MB: The "A" labels are six color-shape stimuli selected from

,the diagonal of the matrix. The "B" labels are 10 stimuli selected by

,progressing down the diagonal of the matrix in a stepwise fashion with the

addition Of,two more diagonal stimuli in the lower rkethand corner of.the

matrix. After subjects were able to label'their respective"training stimuli

. , a

errorlesbly, they were asked to label each of the 36 colored shapes in,the--
.

matrix.

6
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Recombinaiive Generalization 5

The distinction between these ,two training strcegies is an important
._

onE. Not only do the strategiessdifftr iirthe )un1ber of training items

s
included, but. more importantly, the inclusion of non-diagonal training items,

1000
-provides overlap among color and shape components. Overlap results when the

color or shape words occur in more than one two-word combination}. Notice

that the "B" training items sKire color and shape sti ulus components. In

the diagonal or non-overlap training condition, on the o er hand, each

color and shape word occurs in odly one of the two-word combinations

designated by "A". Training the diagonal items dgil not ensure that

dubjects will learn to respond tb.both words in the utterance. ,Attention to

only the color or the shape components alone would be sufficient for

accurate responding to the trainingAitimuli. Foss (1968)'found that none of

the subjects who-were trained on the six diagonal stimuli produced novel,

recombinations to label the untrained stimuli. In contrast, overlapping ,

four color and four shape components when 10 stimuli wertrained,lorced

subjects to disciiminateamong both the color and the shape components in

*

order to provlde,the correct,,responses to training'items. Foss found that

t

this gropp of subjects demonstrated recoMbinative generaliza,tion. Jnd not
/j J

°oily did they generalize,withA the 4 x 4'matrix for which overlap among

stimulus components was explicit, they also extended their generalization to

the larg er 6 x 6 matrix. One might argue that thietasgpossible because
.N\

subjects had induced and extended their use oa word order rule.'

In studies conducted by Palermoand Parrish (19?-1) and, by. Goldstein,

Wetherby, and Siewert (Note 1; further of slack of rec

tive generalization following the training of diagonal or nonoverl ping

stimuli has been found. Thus, overlap among itimulps components is vital,

4

..
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apparently because 'it requirei subjects to Like the critical discriminations

necessary for recombinative generalization to occur.'

Children are not limited to two-,-word language productions for long.

Consequently, it is important to consider how principlds can be applied to

more complex language systems. Consider the example of a three-term MLS

I
shown.in Figure 3. We have developed this language system fop a study that

we will be conducting with severely menOtlly retarded subjects. Therefore,

-0e find it approprfire- to use the English language, which these subjects

, s

have yet to acquire fully. A three-term utterance from this language system

might take the form "the blue candle is onthl book."
A

I

Insert Figure 3 About Here

If subjects do.not have the modifier-, object-, and location-words

found in Figure 3 inn their linguistic repertoires, it is apparent /that
s.

overlap among these stimulus components would be necessary to estAblisii

recombinative generalization. Whether this would be sufficient and how one

might most efficiently provide such overlap is open to question, however..

One way of providing overlap; which is analogous to, the stepwise training

condition described earlier,'would entail introducing stimuli as training

items according to the numbe

system. NotACe that Cells 1

shown in various cells of this language

nd 2 overlapthe modifiers,'Areen and red,

with the same object, irplane and the same location, house. Cells 2 and 3 4

overlap the objects, airplane and truck, with the same modifiO, red, and

the same location, house. Cells 3 an4 4 overlap the'lncations, houlle and

.
drawer, with the object, truck, and the modifier, red.

s 8
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Many of you maybe thinking that it would `seem reasonable to simpli,fy

this task. Indeedi providing overlap 4mong three stimulus damensions is a

bit confusing. One option would be to teach one portion of the language

system'first, for example, kodifie;-object utt nces d then we could

recombine the modifier-object phrases with the locations.

This brings us to our iecond general case.. Under what stimulus

sondiiionsfroight recombinative generalizatick occur if part of the language

system is known by the language learner? Researchers haim,oniy begun to

delineate the'minimal ltimulus cofiditions.necessary for generative language

'
use once subjects have been first taught a portion of a MU (Goldstein,

1980; Striefel, Wetherby, & Karlan, 1978). If, for.' example, subj4is have

knowledge of part of the lexicon, overlap is not necessaprily reqiiired for

(recombinative) generalization to occur. Let metillustrate with data from.

one of seven preschoolers who participated in some Of my own research (see

Figure 4).

- Insert Figure 4 About Here

Preschoolers were first taught o label four, agent puppets. _When they

were subseqaently trained to label agent-action stimuli, recombinative

generalization was demonstratdd in predictable manner. Notice that the

subject whose data U./shown in Figure 4 received traini (desi,gnated_by T)

for only four agent-action stimuli, which were'drawn from the diagonal of

the matrix. Plus Ind minus syibols represent responses to untrained

agent-action probe stimuli.. Recombinative generalization was demonstrated_

sequentially. Each time this subject generalized, generalization was

a

7
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evident for the three untrained stimuli that recombined the agents with the
,

newly trained action component. The children never responded correctly, on

the initial trial with a new diagonal. training stimulus. Although three of

the seven predchoolers required training on more than one stimulus that

included the first action, meps. this same pattern of experimentally

predictable generalization was shown for all seven children.,,

1M.

' We can contrast the first general case in_whtch subjects had no lexical

knowledge of the language 'system with this second casel in which subjects had

4
lexical k9owledge of one of two semantic classes. Only. it the latter case

is redombinative generalization possible when no overlap among the 'stimulus/

components 14 provided. By extending these findiags to more complex
,

. language, we might be expected to efficiently bring about recombinative

(

generalization in response to untrained modifier- object- location stimuli,

the example which I mentioned earlier. If responses to modifier- objeck

stimuli-i/ere'alreldy art OF an individual's linguistj.c repertoire, the

addition of eAch new location idthin a dingle modifier-objept-location

stimulus might result in extensive recombinative generalization.

J
I will briefly discuss a third general case in which the language,

'learner has a lexical-repertoire that encompasses allthe content words of a

novel language system! In this case, subjects who have knowledge di the

complete lexiton used.in a MLS should requIre.minimal training. In fa4t,

one exampleof tli.ngw syntactic construction may be sufficient for

'
(recombinative) generalization to be demonstrated. ,I have e-3;-en;iethe

aget-aCtion MLS that I,discussea earlier to an agent-action-obbjec MLS in
.

,which the agent puppets taso served a` objects (toldstein, 1980). Conse-

quently, the childrenhad prior training with-the complete lexicon.

I
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4 develop*ent,of generative language use. Id addition, we have been able to .

identify-hoW these stimulus conditions might vary'depending on the prior

Recombinative Generaliiation

( *,

`Although training procedures were'not set up to maximize this occurrence, a

number of children 'have indeed demonstrated tecombinitive generalization
.

,..

after tralningon_onlne of 64 agent-action-object stimuli.'

9

To take such a language system one step further, this minimal amount of

environmental input may still result in recombinative generalization even if
4

new function words or morphemes withouelany visilal referents 'are included.

Let's'considet a language system roughly equiValent to the passive sentence.

structure. "in response to agent-actionL.object stimuli, utterances similar

to "John was chased by the dog" can be generated. However, when translated

into a language system using nonsense words, utterances can be somewhat'

amusing, such as tek fobs wum ik la bup (see Goldstein, 1980), The

preschoolers I mentioned earlier readily learned aid generalized their

labeling according to this syntax: "object-foba-action-ik-la-agent." Six

preschoolers each demonstrated retombinative generalization after receiving

training on four of .64 such utterances.

In summary, while there is a paucity of research inmany areas,'Itview

.

the MLS paradigm as a valuable asset to the experimental analysis of'

language behavior. II particular, MLSs provide a parsimonious conceptual
p

base for viewing the environmeleal circumstances that account for the

N.

learning histories of individuals.'

Let me conclude by stating some general implications. In the nature

environment, parents may inadvertently, promote recombinative generalization,

(esp ecially of 1*4salready present in children's lexical repertoires) by

modeling the yecomtination of words from the same semantic (response)
r.

"6.



. Recombinative Gdneralization

classes. Of course, the child's language is not limited to two- and .

three-term relations for long. Based on the studies I have discussed,
- .

though, one can hypothesize that the modeling of more c91plex utterances

using words in the child's repertoire and the cor recting or reinforcing of

10

4

relatively few of the chili'sattempted productions, may be sufficient for

the chiIdto learn to generate numerous syntac.tic constructions.

MLS research also has implication for second-language teaching and has

already proven use* as a,basis for formulating efficient.language '

intervention programs (Striefel, Wetherby, & Karlan, 1976, 1978; Wetherby t
4111.1..

Striefel, 1978). Although the minimal environmental circumstances that have

resulted in recpmbinative.'generalization for normal children and adults

can Se specifie d with a fair degree of surety, this set of circumstances may

not always be sufficient for other subjects. Indeed, much research is

needed to delineate the stimulus conditions that are not only necessary, but

.

also sufficient for recombinative gene ralization todbe demonstrated. by

language-deficient individupls. Thus far, this. research has been quite

promising. t'the efficinEy of language intervention could potentially be

enhanced further by programming so as.to maximize the effects of a history

of lexical. learning, for example. Moreover, we have only touched on-the

benefits that may accrue as a function of a-hcstory of semantic-syntactic

4

leariing.

The implications of recombinative generalization are most significant

when we think of how we might establish inbreasin gly complex language. As

syntactic rules get progressivel mole complex and\morelinguistie reper-
,

toires can be integrated within a larger language system, the potential .

savings in direct training time increase tremendously. Future experiments

12
a
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should help to

gener4ization

sive diverqty

variables.

4.

delimit'the conditions that would result in this "rampant"

and would thus further our understanding of hoV the impres

in developing language tan be accounted for by environmental

11

4
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Figure 1.. An exampleof stimuli and responses for an agent-action minia-

ture linguistic system.

Figure 2. A 6 x 6 color-shape miniature linguistic system ado ied from

Foss (1968). The six diagonal training stimuli designated "A" eac combine

a different color with a different, shape. The ten training stimuli designated

"B" include recombinations of four of the color constituents and four of the

shape constituents. All blank .celis represenQptrained color-shape recom-

binations.

\Figure 3. An example of a 4 x 4 x 4 modifier-objkt location M1,S.

Numbers in the cells oBithe matrls-denote the order of introduction of ttimulus,
-

items into training.

ighre 4. An example of,generalization probe data during the acquisition

. of an agent - action MS. Training (T) was initiated across stimuli'in a multi-

ple baseline fashion. Performance oft generalpationlmohes is shown xith'

probe trials score)Nrither as correct (-0 or incorrect ( -).

4
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a
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NOF MEP

.

NOF.WUM NOF NUT NOF GOK
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